Present:
Sean Childers
(Noel Sloan) Bradley Martin
Rob Stewart
Michele Hamilton
(Sam Segran) Yung Ng
Kent Meredith
Margaret Williams
Brent Lindquist
(Brandon Hennington) Patricia Vitela
Brenda Bullard
(Sean Lewis) Michael Gunn
Joanie Clendenning

Absent:
Theresa Drewell

Guests:
Peter Martens
Don Roulain

MINUTES

➢ April 12, 2018 Meeting
Motion to Table: Michael Gunn - Seconded: Brent Lindquist.
On Friday June 15th the 4/12/18 Minutes were resent via email requesting amendments and/or nominations to approve. Motion to Approve: Brent Lindquist - Seconded: Rob Stewart

NEW BUSINESS

➢ CHACP1 Security Fencing (Concept Only)  Sean Childers
FAC Item Number:  20180601
The intent of this project is to provide needed security on the north side of Central Heating and Cooling Plant 1 (CHACP 1) and improve safety by eliminating student foot traffic between CHACP 1 and LP&L’s Brandon Station just to the north of CHACP 1 to avoid injury to pedestrians. There will be a 16 or 20 foot electric gate with video and key pads access control. The east side will have a 5 foot personnel access gate which will be normally locked as well as a 20 foot manual swing gate to allow large vehicle access. The southeast corner of the Brandon Station will have a 5 foot personnel access gate.
Motion to Approve with approval from TTPD, Fire Marshall and LP&L before proceeding: Kent Meredith
Seconded: Michele Hamilton

➢ Baird Carillon Relocation to West Tower of Admin Building ($25,000) Peter A. Martens
FAC Item Number:  20180602
Remodel / Maintenance of the middle of the Administration Building's West Tower to house the existing practice Carillon instrument. The TTU Baird Memorial Carillon was installed in 2003, and the top room of the Administration Building’s West Tower was rehabbed significantly as part of that installation. The upper middle, unused portion of the West Tower was not improved, and now shows significant signs of deferred maintenance, with sections of crumbling wall plaster, etc. That same area of the tower contains an unused landing that would be an ideal location for TTU’s practice Carillon, also purchased in 2003 and installed in a faculty studio in the School of Music. There is significant renewed interest in the Baird Carillon on the part of students (see recent Toreador article). For the Baird Carillon to be used as it could and should (and for comparison, the Carillon at
UT-Austin has been played every day for the past 60 years), easy access to the practice instrument, and better proximity to the Carillon itself, will be necessary. Given the Carillon’s public nature and the fact that it can be heard in a wide radius around the Administration Building, we believe that the Baird Carillon is an integral and historical piece of TTU’s public art collection the only musical instrument in that collection - and it deserves to be utilized. The President’s office has been very supportive of these recent efforts, recognizing the Carillon’s importance for alumni. The upper middle portion of the West Tower has been identified by the Space Allocation Committee as the best spot for the practice Carillon, and Building Maintenance has already generated a repair proposal for this project.

**Motion to Table:** Margaret Williams - **Seconded:** Brent Lindquist. The council expressed that they were strongly in support of this project but are proposing a possible better location with more exposure of this instrument to students and alumni. Sean Childers will follow up with the customer and research other location options. - The Student Union Building was very gracious in considering this options, but does not have the floor space to accommodate the instrument. The Library has agreed to the option of placing the Carillon within the Croslin Room inside a glass room. This would provide visibility for the instrument. - This options was taken to the council which unanimously agreed to present the option of the Croslin Room of the Library to the customer as a second location consideration.

- **Sports Performance Center Artwork Plaque** (Concept Only) Don Roulain  
  FAC Item Number: 20180603  
  Mount Plaque on Public Art (Run 2017) at the Sports Performance Center. Plaque will provide information and description about the Artist and the Art Work.  
  **Motion to Approve:** Rob Stewart - **Seconded:** Margaret Williams

- **IMSE Artwork Plaque** (Concept Only) Don Roulain  
  FAC Item Number: 20180604  
  Mount Plaque on Public Art (Aureole 2017) at Industrial Manufacturing and Systems Engineering building. Plaque will provide information and description about the Artist and the Art Work.  
  **Motion to Approve:** Brent Lindquist - **Seconded:** Bradley Martin

**TABLED ITEMS**

- **New Deal Domestic Water Tank Rehab** ($60,000 funding)  
  FAC Item Number: 20180403  
  This item was tabled at the last meeting to go back to customer to verify the need for such a large repair. Also, this item was taken to the Provost’s meeting for input. (CIP Number: 201710003) Need to install a ground water storage tank bypass connection for tank interior repair and coating work, as well as exterior tank repair and coating. Tank is part of the TCEQ approved public water system (PWS) and is in need of repairs due to age and condition. Original CIP request was for $90,000, but customer is able to come up with $30,000 to contribute, leaving a balance needed of $60,000. Operations Division is meeting with Ag Science Dean William Brown, Dept. Chair - Michael Orth and Professor Chance Brooks on Friday this week.

- **Donor Signage Standards**  
  Need to Vote on approval or disapproval of the Standards  
  With a minor change to the Standards to remove the word “private“ from the bronze signage selection.  
  **Motion to Approve:** Brent Lindquist - **Seconded:** Michael Gunn
ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION & COMMENTS (FYI)

➢ **IMSE Donor Signage for Stinson Family**
This is a completed project. FOR INFORMATION ONLY. Stinson Family donated $1M gift for renovation of the lab in Industrial Manufacturing and Systems Engineering.

➢ **Chemical Engineering Lab Donor Signage for Valero**
This is a completed project. FOR INFORMATION ONLY. Valero donor signs located inside the Lab and on the doors of the Lab. Valero provided funding for the renovation of Room 105.

HVAC EXCEPTIONS
➢ None.

FINANCIAL UPDATE
➢ 13B107-C20000-900 - $401,769.65

ADJOURN
➢ The next meeting is ____________________, 2018 at 3:30 p.m.
   CIO’s Conference Room #215

* * * * * * * *

August 21, 2018

The following four Requests were taken to the FAC via email for voting:

➢ **Innovation Hub Logos** (Concept Only)
   FAC Item Number: 20180801
   Apply the Hub logo to two walls in Room 220G in the Innovation Hub as part of the renovation of this into cubicle space. This will be utilized as part of the branding process for the Innovation Hub. Unanimously Approved.

➢ **School of Art Banners** (Concept Only)
   FAC Item Number: 20180802
   Display Event & Program banners on the South and North East exterior walls of the Art building. Each area would display 4 banners each approximately 30" wide by 110 inches long. The banners would be for gallery shows and events at the School of Art and the banners would be up for a few weeks to a couple of months each and then replaced with fresh content. Hanging would most likely be from stainless steel eye bolts permanently fixed to the walls, pending BMC approval, pending FAC approval. The proposed event banners will greatly enhance the visibility of the 1-story Art Building that actually has 5 art galleries in it in 2 different floors (one below grade). School of Art continues to seek ways to increase visibility, not only about its exhibitions and speaker events, but more importantly its academic programs. Hundreds of students and University guests during football weekends pass by the Art Building without being roused to venture in. Banners promoting exhibitions in the 5 galleries as well as other SOA programs will increase our visibility. As the banners will employ new Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts "branding design guidelines" the banners will give us the opportunity to promote that our programs are "Vastly Different" from those found elsewhere. Unanimously TABLED.
Law School Décor (Concept Only)
FAC Item Number 20180803
Install acrylic art panels on west inside wall of room 101. The vendor will also install an acrylic sign and lettering on inside wall next to main entrance. Update statement wall representing TTU Law School and also modernizing the visual appeal to our main presentation/reception room. 
Unanimously Approved.

RCoBA Electrical Outlets (Concept and Partial Funding)
FAC Item Number 20180804
CIP 201808006 Add electrical outlets to three classrooms to better serve students. Rooms: NW202, NS210 and NS212. By adding these outlets, students will be able to work long hours their devices while in classes for long durations. Some students are in classes for up to eight hours and most electronic devices cannot maintain a charge for that long. By adding outlets, every student can charge their device from their set in the class. BMC OPC $8,332.31 – PJ 19354. Customer requesting 50% funding = $4200.00
Unanimously Approved.